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Archeology Mission
Overview:
This session or series of tasks is designed as an introduction to archeology and the role of an
archaeologist. They aim to develop curiosity, creativity and conversation around history how we
can learn about the past.
The activities are designed to appeal to children in KS2 with some extension to KS3. This covers
a wide range of abilities and some children may need additional support and ideas may need to
altered for a specific age or ability.
National Curriculum
History:
-understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used rigorously to make
historical claims, and discern how and why contrasting arguments and interpretations of the past
have been constructed
KS2
-address and sometimes devise historically valid questions about change, cause, similarity and
difference, and significance.
-understand how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a range of sources.
KS3
-pursue historically valid enquiries including some they have framed themselves, and create
relevant, structured and evidentially supported accounts in response
-understand how different types of historical sources are used rigorously to make historical claims
and discern how and why contrasting arguments and interpretations of the past have been
constructed.
Science:
KS2
-ask their own questions about what they observe and make some decisions about which types
of scientific enquiry are likely to be the best ways of answering them
-gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a variety of ways to help in answering
questions
-making systematic and careful observations
KS3
-make and record observations and measurements using a range of methods for different
investigations
-use appropriate techniques, apparatus, and materials during fieldwork
English:
KS2
-ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge
-articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions
-participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play/improvisations and debates
-in narratives, creating settings, characters and plot
-in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices
KS3
-writing for a wide range of purposes and audiences
-participating in formal debates and structured discussions, summarising and/or building on what
has been said
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Mission: Email: ‘ Hi children, I’m (name and explanation of who they are and future missions). I’m
fascinated by the past, learning about how humans and the way we live have changed over
thousands of years. Can you imagine life before computers and the internet, even fridges and
cars? So, to get you started, I really think you need to be clear on some really crucial people and
what they do. Archeology and archaeologists! I don’t want to give too much away, but I’ve set up
some investigative tasks for you to try out and even your own class excavation to get you thinking
like an archaeologist. Hopefully then you will have a good understanding of what one is and what
they do before taking on my future missions.
What is archeology? What is an archaeologist?
Using a consensus task, invite the children to mind map their ideas in response to each of the
questions separately on a large piece of paper placed in the middle of a table. Simply provide the
each word and let them go. Ideally they should work independently for a minute or so-don’t worry
about them duplicating ideas. Before taking any feedback from the children, the groups should
discuss their different ideas and draw together one consensus of opinion for this table/group.
Now take feedback and establish a group understanding and definition of archeology and an
archaeologist.
To continue to extend the children’s understanding of an archeology and the purpose of
archeology, provide each group with a piece of a jigsaw puzzle. What can you tell me? What
questions do you have in order to find out more? Now provide further pieces to the group,
building up the puzzle picture and drawing similarities of this to the work done by an
archaeologist, building up tiny fragments to make discoveries about the past.
Know, Think, Discover.
Provide each group with an A4 image from resources section showing excavations. Around the
outside of the photo, invite the the groups to initially jot down what I know in relation to
archeology and the role of an archaeologist ( skills, techniques, resources/equipment used etc).
Then, in a different colour they should jot down what I think I know followed by in a final third
colour what I what to know-in the form of questions. Using an ‘envoy’ task, the groups should
send off one member to a different group. This new member will listen to the discussion so far
and add any of their own thoughts and ideas before returning to their own group and giving
feedback. Gather together as a class and share the discussions, pose and answer questions, to
continue to build up the children’s understanding of archeology and the role of an archaeologist.
True or False?
This can be done in addition to the photograph task above or to further support the investigation
and children’s understanding. Provide the children in pairs or groups with the true or false cards
from the resources. Invite them to sort accordingly. What questions do they generate? What
misconceptions do the children have? What knowledge have they gained from the photo task to
support their choice? Hold a ‘walking tour’ around the room, to allow the children to see how
other pairs/groups have sorted them. Do they agree? Which are common across everyone? Are
they prepared to ‘challenge’ any they disagree with using their own opinions and support with
facts?
Video clip
If you feel your children need an additional resource, try watching the short film, ‘Proud to be an
archaeologist’ available at: https://www.bbc.com/teach/class-clips-video/pshe-ks1-ks2-proud-tobe-an-archaeologist/zmqg92p . This could alternatively be used to introduce/support the above
tasks.
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Additional task:
Imagine you are going on your first archeological dig. Use drama, hot seating, freeze framing to
develop initial thoughts on what would you be feeling and thinking? What you would pack in your
back pack and why? What would you need to prepare? Take this forward, inviting the children to
create an annotated image of themselves with thought and speech bubbles and a backpack .
Additionally, a diary entry, a first dig guide or a job advert for an archaeologist with a completed
application form, would all provide great contexts for writing for a real purpose.

Excavation
Have prepared an excavation task. Ideally smaller pits for small group work but one large class
plot would also work. The pits should be filled with soil and of course a selection of artefacts
(reproduced or laminated images in the form of coins, pottery, metal, wood, plastic, stones, shells
etc). Each pit should be divided up with string or sticks/poles into a grid-size dependent on group
size, pit size etc- depending on the age and ability of your children, this could be done and
initiated by them. This will however aid the recording process. The groups will also need to be
provided with a range of equipment for excavation (e.g trowels of various shapes and sizes, a
selection of brushes, small clear bags and pens for labelling their ‘finds’, pencils, clipboards, ,
containers and recording sheets-can they design and then their own or design several and select
the most effective for everyone to use?) Prior to commencing the excavation, spend time as a
group establishing the best approach, meaning of the grid, recording process, equipment required
etc ensuring that the children see this as an opportunity to, like a real archaeologist, discover,
examine and record. Ideally this discussion should take place prior to unveiling the set up
excavation or the children setting up their own.
Carry out the excavation. Have regular ‘walking tours’ to look at other each group’s work,
identifying effective team work or archeology skills on display, giving constructive feedback and
advice etc .
Summarise the excavation inviting each group to present to the class for one minute only. What
did they find? How did they approach the excavation and why? What would they do differently in
the future, why?
Additional tasks:
Create and instruction guide for younger children based on setting up and completing their own
excavation.
Write an excavation report/blog post detailing the excavation process and finds.
Create an archeological pit with objects from 2018 for further archaeologists. This could be drawn
or a collage of printed images. What would future are archeologists find? What clues would they
gain to learn about our life’s and lifestyle today?
Thinking about the future
Provide the children with a piece of paper and ask them to draw an image of themselves or
‘another person’ from now. They should think about clothing as well as essential items/objects e.g
tablet, make-up brush, bag, phone. Invite them to work in small teams to then create a list of all
they things they think would survive thousands of years into the future? What would an
archaeologist in the future learn about us? What would it tell them about life today?
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Additional task:
Explore and examine the environmental impact of our lives and lifestyle. What items from our lists
in the task above would rot and decay, what would still be found and what is the impact of this on
the environment?
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Resource sheet 1

http://memotcentre.org/Memotcentre%20Archeology.html

https://www.mola.org.uk/bath-house-development-archaeological-excavation
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https://www.mola.org.uk/commercial/archaeological-fieldwork/archaeological-excavation

https://www.archaeological.org/interactivedigs/blackfriaryireland/fieldlife/remains
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https://www.archaeological.org/fieldwork/afob/2306

https://thelincolnite.co.uk/2018/08/year-long-lane-closure-for-lincoln-student-flats/
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Resource sheet 2 (true or false)
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Questions to use exploring artefacts
This is not an inclusive list but should provide a good starting point for discussion in the
classroom.

When looking at the design and construction of an object:
•
•
•
•
•

What materials is it made of and why do you think these were
used? What alternatives could have chosen?
When and where might it have been made? Is it made by hand
or matching?
How has it been constructed?
Describe its appearance. How were any details, decorations or
markings added?
What can the clues tell us about the person who made the
object or owned the object? What can we learn about the time
period?

When exploring the physical characteristics of an object, try
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How would you describe its shape, weight and size?
Tell me about it’s colour, decoration and texture?
What does it look, feel, smell and sound like?
Are there any distinguishing features or marks that give us
clues as to how how it was made and used?
What materials have been used to make it?
Do you think this is the whole object or part of an object?
What might the rest look like?
Do you thin’ it’s original or has it been changed, perhaps
repaired or altered/adapted?
How has it survived? What condition is it in? Is it worn/usedwhy?

When investigating the importance and value of an object:
•
•
•
•

What difference did the object make to people’s lives?
How important was the object to: the people who made it; the
people who used it or owned it; people today?
What does the object tell us about the people who owned it?
Is it mass-produced, rare or unique?
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•
•

Is the object financially/sentimentally/culturally/historically
valuable?
In what way is the object important today?

When exploring the function of an object:
•
•
•
•
•

What do you think the object is? Why?
Why was it made?
How might it have been used?
Who might have used it, where would they use it and what
skills would they have needed?
Has its use changed or altered over time? How?

List above adapted from the resource sheet, ‘Using artefacts in the
classroom’ available at http://www.open.edu/openlearncreate/mod/
oucontent/view.php?id=104272&printable=1

